Software-defined radios (SDRs) are a promising technology to enable dynamic channel access and sharing. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) is another radio technology breakthrough for increasing wireless network capacity. To obtain the full benefits brought by the SDR and MIMO technologies in wireless mesh networks (WMNs), the higher layer mechanisms should exploit their capabilities in a systematic way. In this paper, we investigate routing, channel assignment, link scheduling, and MIMO transmission mode control in multi-channel multi-antenna wireless mesh networks. We first present a cross-layer framework for network performance optimization. Network traffic routing is established on a relatively long time scale to maintain system stability. We then proposed a stream controlled multiple access (SCMA) scheme, which is responsible for assigning frequency channels and scheduling links for data transmission and controlling MIMO transmission modes. It enables efficient spectrum access and sharing in time, frequency, and space, and adapts to varying network conditions. The evaluation results show that the proposed scheme greatly improves network performance compared to the traditional schemes.
Introduction
Software-defined radios (SDRs) are a promising technology to enable dynamic channel access and sharing by allowing flexible configuration of radio transmission parameters in real time and switching from one channel to another. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) is another radio technology breakthrough for improving wireless network performance. MIMO can provide many types of benefits via multiple antennas and advanced signal processing. With spatial multiplexing, a transmitter can concurrently send multiple independent data streams over multiple antenna elements on the same frequency channel to increase throughput, and the receiver is able to separate and decode these data streams based on their spatial signatures. In another way, MIMO can realize interference suppression and improve spectrum spatial for high throughput. To obtain the full benefits brought by the SDR and MIMO techniques in multi-channel WMNs, the higher layer mechanisms such as network routing and media access control (MAC) should exploit their capabilities in a systematic way due to the interdependence.
Most existing studies on applying MIMO technique in wireless mesh networks focus on single-channel WMNs [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Channel assignment is not an issue for those cases. However, in multi-channel WMNs with SDRs, dynamic channel assignment and sharing is another important factor that affects the system performance. From the network and MAC layersŠ perspective, it provides another dimension for optimization in cross-layer algorithm design. Moreover, the option of different MIMO operation modes, i.e. spatial multiplexing and interference suppression with different levels of degree of freedom, could further increase the flexibility of channel sharing by multiple MIMO nodes in a network and significantly impact the determination of routing, channel assignment, and scheduling. Some earlier work [9, 10] has made an effort to obtain theoretical formulation of the optimization problem with an abstract model for multi-channel multi-antenna WMNs and compute the upper bound of achievable throughput. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is little work to design practical algorithms to exploit SDR and MIMO in multi-channel multi-antenna WMNs. A key challenge in the algorithm and protocol design is to take into account the interaction of network routing, transmission scheduling, allocation of available frequency channels to radios, and control of MIMO operation mode on each wireless link (also referred to as MIMO stream control). Routing traffic over the WMN and scheduling concurrent transmissions on the different wireless links should consider the channel assignment and the interference level of the links that are affected by the resource allocation at the physical layer. The MIMO operation mode selection of a radio link is also interdependent with the assigned frequency channel and other scheduled radio transmissions on the same channel. It is necessary to employ a cross-layer approach in the network design to optimize performance.
In this paper, we present a set of algorithms for routing, channel assignment, link scheduling, and MIMO mode control in multi-channel multi-SDR MIMO-enabled WMNs. In order to maintain network stability, routing is established on a longer time scale based on a networkwide global view and the expected channel and traffic characteristics through an optimization framework. The proposed framework achieves the cross layer gains of network routing with channel assignment, link scheduling, and MIMO mode control. In this way, the flow paths are not overly sensitive to the instantaneous channel and traffic changes. Furthermore, we design a stream-controlled multiple access (SCMA) scheme that is responsible for assigning channels and scheduling links to transmit and controlling the MIMO transmission mode. The proposed SCMA scheme is able to adapt to the short-term channel variations and traffic dynamics to exploit local transmission opportunities and achieve efficient spectrum access and sharing in time, frequency, and space. The evaluation results show that the proposed schemes greatly improve the network performance compared to the traditional schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work. In Section 3, we present MIMO background. Section 4 describes the network model. Section 5 presents the optimization framework and network routing. The proposed SCMA scheme is presented in Section 6. Performance evaluation is given in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
Related work
Various routing, channel assignment, and scheduling algorithms [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have been proposed for non-MIMO WMNs, but those conventional algorithms did not consider the effects of multiple antennas and could not leverage the benefits brought by MIMO into wireless mesh networks. They become inefficient when directly applied to MIMO SDR-based WMNs with capability to dynamically access available channels and select MIMO modes to transmit. MIMO has been widely studied for single point-to-point link or point-to-multipoint transmission scenarios [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , where the main focus is on physical and MAC layers.
The application of MIMO technique in single-channel WMNs have been investigated in recent years. The works in [2] [3] [4] focused on development of the MAC schemes to enable MIMO communications and joint optimization of MIMO stream control and link scheduling in wireless mesh networks. In [23] , the authors defined a joint optimization problem of bandwidth allocation, element assignment, and scheduling without assuming the same number of antenna elements on each WMN node and also proposed a technique to minimize the total number of the antenna elements. MIMO-aware routing and joint design of routing, scheduling, and stream control to obtain optimal throughput for single-channel multi-antenna WMNs have been studied in [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, dynamic channel assignment and sharing as well as its benefits and constraints are not considered in those studies.
There is very limited research on multi-channel multiantenna WMNs. In [9] , the authors formulated an analytical framework and derived the maximum achievable throughput in multi-channel multi-antenna WMNs as only the MIMO interference suppression technique is used. In addition, they only considered routing, not scheduling, in their formulation to optimize the total network throughput. [10] enhanced [9] by presenting a mathematical model of routing and scheduling optimization problem and analyzed and compared the achievable network throughput for several MIMO operation modes with interference suppression and spatial multiplexing. These works mainly focus on theoretical formulation and obtain the upper bound of achievable throughput. In [24] , the authors considered a wireless mesh network prototype with a square topology and three non-overlapped channels at 2.4-GHz ISM band, two channels assigned to the backbone and one channel for the connections between the wireless clients and router. The channel allocation method in the backbone is designed, and MIMO is used to cancel inter-hop interference. However, the design is specific for the square topology with two non-overlapped backbone channels. How to design practical algorithms to exploit SDR and MIMO capabilities to improve performance in multi-hop multi-channel MIMO-enabled SDRbased WMNs is still an challenging issue that needs systematic investigation.
MIMO background
MIMO employs multiple antenna elements to offer multiple degrees of freedom (DoFs) for communications and to achieve spatial multiplexing and interference suppression. In this section, we briefly explain the basics of MIMO and its benefits. Since MIMO is a broad category containing various techniques, we will mainly focus on zero-forcingbeam-forming (ZFBF) [19, 20] , which is one of the most powerful MIMO techniques.
For ease of explanation, let us first consider a MIMO link and assume that the transmitting node A and the receiving node B are each quipped with two antennas as shown in Figure 1a . Two streams, s 1 MIMO can also be used to suppress interference. Considering an example in Figure 1b , there are two concurrent transmissions: node A → node B and node C → node D, which interfere with each other. If each of the nodes is equipped with a single omnidirectional antenna, node C's transmission would interfere with node B's reception, and hence, node B would not be able to successfully receive the signal from node A. Similarly, node D could not successfully receive the signal from node C under the interference of node A's transmission. However, with MIMO, nodes B and D can successfully receive their desired signals from A and C, respectively, even nodes A and C transmit simultaneously. For illustration purpose, we assume that each node is equipped with two antennas as before. Node A uses its two antennas to send two weighted copies of its signal s 1 (t) to node B, and node C sends two weighted copies of its signal s 2 (t) to node D. Although the MIMO techniques can provide appealing benefits, several issues need to be carefully considered when employing it. (i) To properly configure the encoding and decoding vectors, both transmitter and receiver should be aware of the instantaneous channel coefficient matrices. This is a common assumption for many higher layer algorithm designs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, even without such an assumption, there exist practical estimation techniques that have already been applied in implementations and given fairly good results [25] . In addition, to keep the illustration simple and focused, we assume the channel coefficient matrices are all full rank. (ii) The ability of MIMO to enable spatial multiplexing and interference suppression is not unlimited. Fundamentally, the number of concurrent streams that can be scheduled to transmit is constrained by the number of antennas, i.e. the DoF of the transmitter. Also, the number of streams a receiver can simultaneously receive is also limited by its number of antennas (DoF) [19] . We will carefully consider the nodes' DoF constraints in scheduling transmissions later in the paper.
Based on the above discussions, the DoFs of a MIMO radio can be exploited in one of the following three modes: (1) all DoFs are used to send a multi-stream flow of data by exploiting spatial multiplexing; (2) all DoFs are used to suppress the interference which allows multiple concurrent transmissions of multiple radios in a neighborhood; (3) some of DoFs are used to send a multi-stream flow while the others are used to suppress interference. The overall throughput under different MIMO operation modes is different. For the example in Figure 1 , if links AB and CD transmit in a TDMA fashion, that is, link AB active with two streams in time slot 1 and link CD active with two streams in time slot 2, the total throughput over two time slots is different from that as links AB and CD are both active in time slots 1 and 2, each transmitting one stream. This is because the throughput depends on the channel matrices and the encoding and decoding vectors, which are all varying over time and depend on the assigned channel frequency. The MIMO mode control, that is, arranging the DoFs of each radio for transmitting, receiving, or suppressing interference in a time slot, has a great impact on the overall network performance.
Network model
We study multi-SDR, multi-channel wireless mesh networks with MIMO links and assume the system is timeslotted. Each mesh node is equipped with one or more SDRs and multiple antennas. Each radio is capable of dynamically switching channels on a per-slot basis and forming MIMO links with neighboring radios if they are assigned on the same channel. With multiple MIMOenabled SDR interfaces, a node can flexibly access multiple orthogonal frequency channels and transmit multiple MIMO streams on each channel simultaneously, exploiting both frequency and spatial dimensions to improve network throughput. Depending on implementation, multiple MIMO SDR interfaces at a node may share a set of antennas and some radio processing unit for cost saving and operate on different channels.
We model the WMN network as a directed graph G = (V , E) where V represents the set of nodes and E the set of directed links. If node u can transmit directly to node v, then we represent this by a link, e = (u, v) ∈ E. We assume that there are C orthogonal frequency channels available in the network, numbered from 1 to C. Assume a node u ∈ V has N(u) SDRs and each SDR can operate on a channel assigned to it in a time slot. We denote by F(u) the set of channels assigned to node u, and |F(u)| is the number of channels in F(u) (obviously, |F(u)| ≤ N(u)).
The communication between two nodes u and v is possible only if there is a common channel among the sets F(u) and F(v).
If the transmitting and receiving radios of a MIMO link, e = (u, v) are equipped with K u and K v antenna elements, respectively. There can be no more than K e = min{K u , K v } concurrent MIMO streams over e on a channel. The receiver v can decode all K e incoming streams from transmitter u successfully as long as the total number of streams (including the data streams from u and the interference streams from other nearby transmitters) is less than or equal to the number of its antenna elements (DoFs). For ease of exposition, in this paper, we assume that each node has K antenna elements.
Assume that there is a set S of end-to-end flows in the WMN, where each flow s ∈ S is characterized with a source-destination pair src(s) and dst(s) ∈ V and a flow rate r s . Hence, we seek 1) the network traffic flow routing; 2) a channel assignment specifying the channels assigned to each node u ∈ V , denoted by F(u); 3) a schedule that decides the set of simultaneous communications on each available channels i = 1, 2, . . . Cat each time slot t, for t = 1, 2, . . . T where T is the period of the schedule; and 4) the MIMO operation mode of each link.
Optimization framework and network routing
We first formulate a cross-layer optimization framework for maximizing an aggregate utility under the routing, MAC, and physical layer constraints to seek the optimal network performance in this section, which forms a theoretical foundation for our work. Then, we discuss the routing algorithm.
Let U s (r s ) be a utility function that represents the benefit to the system achieved by a flow rate r s . The goal of our optimization framework is to maximize the aggregate utility function s∈S U s (r s ), subject to the network constraints that we describe and model below. This problem is implicitly coupled with network traffic flow routing, channel assignment, scheduling, and MIMO mode control problems.
We let δ(u) denote all the link in E that are incident (incoming or outgoing) on node u ∈ V . Among these, the incoming links are denoted by δ − (u), and the outgoing links are denoted by δ + (u). For a link e = (u, v) ∈ E, let X t (e, i, j) be 1 if there is a communication (e, i, j) from u to v on channel i and using j streams at time slot t, and let X t (e, i, j) be 0 otherwise. Let f (e, i, j) or f (u, v, i, j) denote the average data flow rate at which data are transmitted over link e from node u to node v on channel i (1 ≤ i ≤ C) using j streams (1 ≤ j ≤ K) over T time slots, which can be given by f (e, i, j) = (e, i, j) is the date rate of link e = (u, v) at t-th slot when it operates on channel i and transmits j independent streams. Let c(e, i, j) denote the point-to-point link capacity or maximum achievable data rate for link e = (u, v) if it operates on channel i and transmits j independent streams without interference from any other links. Then, we can rearrange the terms and yield
Note that the above inequality results in a loose performance upper bound. When two interfering links transmit simultaneously on the same channel by taking advantage of MIMO processing, the transmission rate is expected to be lower than the point-to-point link capacity with the same channel and the same number of streams but under no interference. The smaller the impact of interference, the closer is the transmission rate to the link capacity and thus the closer is the system performance to the bound. For every flow s ∈ S, let P s denote the set of all possible paths between src(s) and dst(s). A possible path in P s is a sequence of (e, i, j) from src(s) to dst(s) 
The network flow must satisfy flow conservation at all nodes, that is, at any node u, the total incoming traffic plus the traffic initiated from node u should be equal to the total outgoing traffic plus the traffic destined to node u. The flow conservation constraint can be expressed as
The data flow rate on a link should not be over the link capacity, that is, there is a link capacity constraint,
Considering a half-duplex radio, it can be engaged in only one communication activity at a time, either send or receive. A node u with N(u) SDRs can participate in at most N(u) communications at a time on distinct channels, that is, e∈δ(u)
. In order to maintain network stability, routing is established on a longer time scale based on overall network conditions and average traffic flow rate. To obtain the radio constraint on the average data flow rate on a link, we take average of both side of the formula over all time slots,
, we can derive the radio constraint,
We denote by I(e) ∈ E the set of links that can interfere with link e. Note that simultaneous transmissions on two interfering links e 1 and e 2 on the same channel are possible due to MIMO. Let I δ − (u) denote the set of links that interfere with links directed at node u if communicated on the same channel. That is, the transmitters of this set of links can cause interference to the signal reception of node u. Note that the set δ(u) is included in the set I δ − (u). Likewise, we denote by I δ + (u) the set of links that get interference from links directed out of node u. That is, transmissions initiated by node u will interfere with the reception on this set of links. The set δ(u) is also included in the set I δ + (u). As described in Section 3, with MIMO, node u must dedicate enough DoFs to combat the interference from all nearby transmissions on the same channel in order to successfully receive its desired signal in a time slot. In addition, other nodes must dedicate enough DoFs for interference suppression from the transmission of node u if they operate on the same channel as u. We model this as the following set of necessary conditions that must be satisfied by any feasible solution. For any node u working on channel i and for a time slot t, e∈I δ − (u)
Taking average over all time slots and using Equation 1, we derive the following interference constraints,
Then, we formulate the following cross-layer optimization problem,
subject to constraints Equations 3 to 7. For simplicity, we just set the utility U s (r s ) to be equal to the flow rate r s in this paper although other utility functions can be used in our framework. Thus, U s ( p∈P s r p ) = p∈P s r p . Substituting f (e, i, j) with Equation 2 in the constraints Equations 3 to 7, the above problem is a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem which can be solved using approximation algorithms [9, 26] and obtain the optimal rate of each flow path and routing. It is clear that any optimal solution must satisfy the above constraints, and solving this problem provides an upper bound on the achievable overall network utility or throughput (if the utility is equal to the flow throughput). However, the solution may not be feasible in terms of channel assignment and schedulability as discussed later. In addition, the formulation only deals with the average traffic flow rate and gives a long-term average optimum. However, the traffic rate and channel conditions on a wireless link may change very fast, for example, just in a time period of several packet transmissions, which is much shorter than the expected lifetime of a route.
In general, it is desirable that the network layer selects the route of data flows based on long-term expected channel and traffic conditions for network stability. Link layer and physical layer mechanisms account for instantaneous channel variations and traffic dynamics to exploit local opportunistic transmissions. Therefore, we will present a scheme based on such time scale separation in which routing is established for a longer term use, while channel assignment, scheduling, and MIMO mode control are dynamically adapted to varying channel and traffic conditions.
The approximation algorithm [26] can be employed to obtain the optimal solution to the above MILP problem, which gives the flow routing and the achievable rate of each flow path that maximize the network throughput and satisfy all of the above mentioned constraints. The approximation algorithm uses iteration to compute the shortest weighted paths among the pairs of sources and destinations for all the flows. A flow is then routed via the shortest weighted path. The rate of the flow path is chosen such that the minimum capacity edge belonging to the shortest path is saturated. Given an approximation requirement , the complexity of the algorithm is O ((N 3 logN) / 2 ) to find a solution with (1 − ) 2 approximation ratio to the optimal solution, where N is the total number of nodes in the network. The parameter can be appropriately chosen so that a solution with acceptable quality is obtained in polynomial time by trading off some accuracy for faster execution. We denote the optimal rate of flow path p as r * p and the optimal traffic solution as f * (e, i, j) = s∈S p∈P s r * p × * p (e, i, j). For each link e = (u, v), its carried traffic is calculated as v, i, j) . Here, we are only interested in the volume of traffic on a link between two nodes for routing purpose regardless of which channel it operates on and how many MIMO streams are used. In the next section, a media access scheme is designed, which exploits the short-term channel variations and traffic dynamics for optimal channel assignment, MIMO transmission mode control, and scheduling. Additionally, a flow control mechanism may be implemented at the source node of each flow path which injects traffic at an average rate no greater than the maximum achievable average flow path rate r * p to avoid overwhelming the network.
Stream-controlled multiple access (SCMA)
In this section, we present a scheme, called streamcontrolled multiple access (SCMA), which assigns the channels to radios, decides the set of simultaneous communications on each available channel i (i = 1, 2, . .., C) in a time slot t, as well as controls the MIMO operation mode of each active link in order to achieve efficient spectrum access and sharing among temporal, frequency, and spatial dimensions. For a time slot t, the SCMA scheme proceeds in two stages: (i) channel assignment for scheduling a set of links for transmission on different channels and (ii) link pairing for taking advantage of MIMO mode control to improve performance. For ease of explanation, we assume that each flow s ∈ S propagates along a single path from a source to a destination in this section. It is easy to extend the scheme to the case of multiple paths per flow by splitting a flow to multiple subflows. Each subflow corresponds to a path, and scheduling is performed on the subflow level. We further assume in the following that the paths of the flows in the network have been determined by the framework described in the last section or by another routing mechanism, e.g. Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) specified in the IEEE 802.11s standard [12] .
Channel assignment and scheduling
A mesh node in the WMN can maintain per-flow queues for resource allocation. Consider a flow s passing through a link e = (u, v) from node u to node v. = (u, v) . That is, the per-flow queue weight is set to be the difference between the flow queue length at the current node and the associated flow queue length at the next hop node, multiplied by the data transmission rate between these two nodes. Actually, the weight is a link-oriented concept as it involves the two end nodes of a link. Let s : s e denote all the flows that go through link e. Then, the transmit queue length of link e at node u is q e u = s:s e q s u . Let denote the set of all link-channel pairs (e, i), e = (u, v) ∈ E and i = 1, 2, . . . C, in the multi-channel MIMO WMN. We denote that r i e is the transmission rate of link e on channel i when all K DoFs are used for transmitting K MIMO streams with spatial multiplexing. We then define the weight of link-channel pair (e, i) to be w (e,i) = s:s e max{(q s u − q s v )r i e , 0}. Intuitively, the product of the queue length and transmission rate reflects the urgency and efficiency of data transmission. This metric thus measures the importance of transmitting data on this link-channel pair.
The first stage of SCMA is channel assignment and scheduling. We propose an algorithm in which the available channels are assigned to the links in the decreasing order of link-channel pair weights. In single-channel single-antenna networks, the greedy primal-dual algorithm [27] can approximately attain optimal network throughput. Our proposed heuristic algorithm extends the greedy primal-dual algorithm to multi-channel MIMO networks and uses it to perform channel assignment and scheduling.
Specifically, the following procedure is performed to assign channels to the links in time slot t.
1. Start from an empty schedule M i (t) for each channel i. 2. Search in the link-channel pair set for the link-channel pair (e, i) with the largest weight w (e,i) . Add (e,i) to M i (t), meaning that in the tth time slot, link e will be scheduled for transmission on channel i. Correspondingly, assign channel i to a radio at node u for transmitting and to a radio at node v for receiving, i.e., update F(u) and F(v) to include the newly assigned channel i, F(u) = F(u) ∪ {i} and
Remove from the set of the (e, i) pair. Set the new queue length of link e, q e u (t + 1) = q e u − r i e τ , where τ is the time slot length and recalculate w (e,i ) , i = i using q e u (t + 1).
Remove from the set of all link-channel pairs (e , i),
where e ∈ I(e) is the set of links that can interfere with link e. Since channel i has been assigned to link e with full DoF, link e can no longer use channel i. In the channel assignment stage, all effective DoFs on the transmitter and receiver are assumed to be used for the intended MIMO transmissions. Therefore, if a link is scheduled on the ith channel, no other links in its neighborhood can operate on the same channel without causing interference to this link. The channel assignment stage results in a schedule in which interfering links can be active in a time slot only if each of them can be exclusively assigned a distinct channel. Otherwise, they have to be scheduled in different time slots. We refer to such scheduling algorithm as TDMA. By taking advantage of MIMO mode control, we could actually achieve better performance by scheduling interfering links to be active on the same channel in the same time slot, each using partial number of DoFs to transmit or receive, and the remaining DoFs for interference suppression. We refer to this latter scheme as SCMA. SCMA adds the link pairing stage after the channel assignment.
Link pairing
Some links are not assigned a channel and scheduled to be active during time slot t in the channel assignment stage because no more channels are available, that is, other links in the interference range have higher weights and have used up all available channels. If each of the nodes is equipped with multiple radios, an unassigned link represents a link between two nodes each of which has at least one unassigned or unused radio. With MIMO, an unassigned link may share a channel with a neighboring link that has been assigned to transmit on that channel in the previous channel assignment stage. For an unassigned link e , we denote link e in its neighborhood that has been assigned to channel i to transmit in time slot t. If e and e both use partial number of DoFs for their respective transmissions on channel i and set aside enough DoFs for suppressing interference from the other, then e can be scheduled to transmit in the same slot on the same channel as e. Note that if this happens, e can no longer transmit as many streams as its full DoFs which was assumed in the channel assignment stage. MIMO mode control determines which MIMO transmission strategy should be used, letting e transmit with all its DoFs while keeping e silent or allowing e and e transmit simultaneously on channel i, each using partial number of DoFs. The answer is whichever generates the better performance. Also, if e and e are both scheduled to be active in slot t, how many and which antenna elements should be selected to use at each transmitter? The answers to these two questions are determined by the link pairing algorithm, which proceeds as follows. determine the set of antenna elements to be used at each transmitter of two links e and e . Assume that A(e) and A(e ) are the set of antenna elements selected at the transmitters of e and e , respectively, for transmitting data streams. denote the transmission rates of links e and e on channel i when the sets of antenna elements used by the transmitters of e and e are A(e) and A(e ), respectively. Since links e and e interfere with each other, their data rates depend on the antenna element selections at both the transmitters. The criterion for antenna element selection is to jointly optimize the total weight of (e, i) and (e , i), i.e., }. At each transmitter of e and e , an independent data stream is transmitted from each selected antenna element. The total number of transmitted data streams should be less or equal to the available DoF, that is, |A (e)| + |A e | ≤ K. 5. Perform steps 3 and 4 on each available channel. 6 . Link e may find qualified candidates on multiple channels. Select the most qualified candidate (e, i), i.e., the candidate that results in the largest maximal total weight of (e, i) and (e i), and pair link e with that link (assuming it is e and e operates on channel i ), i.e., scheduling e and e to transmit simultaneously on channel i, each using the MIMO antenna mode determined in step 4. 7. Assign channel i to node u and node v . Update v' has used up all its radios, remove from all the links incident on v'. 11. It is possible that link e cannot find a link to pair with. If so, link e is not scheduled to transmit in this time slot and removed from set . 12. Repeat from step 2 until set becomes empty.
After the link paring stage, the two interfering links may be active simultaneously on the same channel under the constraint that the total number of streams is not greater than the effective degrees of freedom at respective receivers. In addition, when a link e is schedule to transmit, the transmitter will send the packets belonging to different flows s : s e on link e in a round-robin fashion to allocate equal resource and maintain fairness among the flows sharing the link.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed SCMA scheme with that of the TDMA scheme and the performance upper bound under various network scenarios and unveil the impact of various system parameters on the performance with simulation results. In TDMA, a link uses all the DoFs for transmitting or receiving, and the interfering MIMO links either operate in different time slots or on different channels. With SCMA, the interfering MIMO links may simultaneously be active on a channel with interference suppression. We consider a channel path loss model with a path loss exponent of 4 in our simulations and assume the channel bandwidth is 10 MHz.
We first consider a tree network with one root node and 12 other nodes as shown in Figure 2 . Tree networks are often used in backhaul WMNs in which the root node is an Internet gateway, and the other nodes are mesh routers. The distance between two neighboring nodes on the tree is all 200 m. We assume each mesh node equipped with only one software-defined MIMO radio capable of switching channels on a per-slot basis and K antennas, and all the mesh radios transmit at a fixed power. We randomly generate the channel matrices between all the node pairs with each of their entries being i.i.d. Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance. We assume there is a traffic flow from each mesh node to the root. Under the described tree topology and traffic pattern, it is easily seen that the three links incident on the root node form a bottleneck area for the traffic flows since all the traffic has to go through this area. For fairness, the traffic flows sharing a link will be allocated equal resources, that is, equal packet transmission opportunity on the link.
In the first simulation scenario, we assume there are two available channels in the network and each mesh node has two antennas. We repeat the experiment 100 times, each with randomly generated channel matrices, and then average the per-flow throughput over the 100 experiments. The results are presented in Figure 3 . We see that the wireless resources are fairly allocated to the 12 flows, but SCMA achieves much higher throughput than TDMA and its performance is very close to the ideal performance upper bound. For the ideal case, we assume that the transmission rate of a link is equal to the point-to-point MIMO link capacity without interference from neighboring transmissions. The performance upper bound is thus achieved. We note that the impact of interference in this tree network is small because the interferers of a node are at least two hops away from that node.
Next, we investigate the impact of the number of antennas on the network performance. We vary the number of antennas from 2 to 6 and assume there are two available channels in the network. As above, we repeat the experiment 100 times, each with randomly generated channel matrices, and obtain the average per-flow throughput of the 100 experiments. Figure 4 shows the achievable minimum flow throughput and total network throughput. We see that SCMA can achieve much larger minimum flow throughput and total network throughput than TDMA. The performance of SCMA is very close to the ideal performance bound. We also observe that the throughput is nearly a linearly increasing function of the number of antennas. To see more details, we give the throughput of each flow for two-channel, four-antenna case in Figure 5 . We see that the wireless resources are almost equally allocated among the flows.
Moreover, we study the impact of the number of available channels on network performance. We vary the number of available channels and repeat the experiments 100 times for each case to obtain the average per-flow throughput. The average minimum flow throughput and the average total network throughput are presented in Figure 6 . Both the minimum flow throughput and the total network throughput initially increase with the number of available channels and then become flat as the number of channels is over a value, which is three for this tree topology. This is because the channels can be reused, and three channels are enough for reuse in this tree topology. SCMA outperforms TDMA, and its performance is very close to the ideal performance bound.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of TDMA and SCMA in a network with random topology. We randomly place 20 wireless nodes in a square area of 800 × 800 m 2 . We generate eight data flows with sources and destinations randomly selected. We repeat the experiment 100 times, in each of which channel matrices are randomly generated. The flow throughput for each of the flows averaged over 100 experiments is given in Figure 7 . We observe that SCMA also outperforms TDMA in this scenario. The performance gap between the SCMA and the ideal performance bound is a little bit larger in this random network than in the tree network due to the greater impact of interference.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the higher layer enhancements, such as routing and media access control, to fully exploit the capabilities brought by the SDR and MIMO techniques in multi-channel multi-antenna wireless mesh networks. We provide a cross-layer framework for network performance optimization. We also propose that network traffic routing is established on a relatively long time scale to maintain system stability, and then channel assignment, link scheduling, and MIMO mode control are performed to achieve opportunistic transmissions based on instantaneous channel and traffic conditions. We further designed a MIMOaware media access scheme, stream-controlled multiple access (SCMA), which is responsible for assigning frequency channels and scheduling links to transmit data and controlling MIMO transmission mode in every time slot. SCMA enables efficient spectrum access and sharing along temporal, frequency, and spatial dimensions and adapts to varying network conditions. The evaluation results show that the proposed scheme greatly improve the network performance compared to the traditional schemes.
